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CHAPTER I.-EN ROUTE.

ADELAIDE  TO  4 ELBOURNE .- MELBOURNE  TO SYDNEY .- DEPUTATIONS ANID
ENTERTAINERS .- A TRIP ROUND  SYDNEY HARBOUR. - A PRACTICAL
OPINION THEREANENT .- THE BEGINNING OF THE REAL  VOYAGE.-
THE UNCONQUERABLE MA T,  DE MER.-A STORM .- WHAT  ORIENT-
ALLY-MANNED  SHIPS ARE LIKE .- THE FIRST ANCHORAGE.

° HE purpose in this partial republication is not so much to
slavishly follow in the lines of the original reports of the
movements of the Parliamentary Party as to describe the
more interesting and least known of the points along the
route. The reader, confronted or affronted with this

warning, will therefore not expect more than a passing reference to
the sister metropolitan cities, Melbourne and Sydney, which were
necessarily visited. At the first the Party arrived on February 1,
leaving it after having been formally deputationized and informally
interviewed by representative men, intent equally upon doing their
visitors honour, and with true Victorian business promptness
getting information from them respecting the Northern Territory,
which, truth to tell, they more highly accounted than South
Australians did at that time. Sydney was reached on February 4,
after the 571 miles' dreary ride along the two railway lines which,
except for a gap of three miles, give unbroken and rapid communi-
cation between the two capitals. We were introduced to Sydney
proper when that City was in a sullen humour, and when we felt
travel-weary. We saw it from the railway station at early morn,
amidst a light, vapoury rain, which made the streets cloggy, and a
heat which, with the humidity, gave the sensation of a vapour-bath.
The cabmen were quarrelling over the lpggage ; bustling people
were pounding away at our corns ; we had not had breakfast ; news-
boys were thrusting papers in our faces ; the street we could see
some distance into gave us a perspective of steaming  dreariness ;
the hansom, going to the hotel, threaded through so many
windings of the road that we were more than half-inclined to be-
lieve that the driver had gone mad, and was trying to describe
with his cabwheels some intricate crochet pattern. And we felt
savage. But a change came. Persol,ally T had discovered an
honest cabman- a man  who asked me only double what the fare-
list in my hand authorized him to ask. I was soothed. I felt
that I had not come to Sydney in vain. A subsequent study of



PALMERSTON.

CHAPTER III.-IN THE TERRITORY.

23

THE OFFICIAL RECEPTION  - A "DOLCE FAR NIENTE  "- THE START FOR

THE INTERIOR .- SOUTHPORT .- GORGEOUS CLOUD  EFFECTS.-THE

RECEPTION AT THE JETTY . -  NATIONAL  CHARACTERISTICS. -

"THREE CHEERS FOR THE  PLUCKY  MINISTER ."-A MUSICAL

MELANGE.-CHOICE  SPECIMENS OF HORSEFLESH .- THE  MUSTER-

"BEHOLD  THE  PARTY MOUNTED ."- THE BLACKS .- LARGESSE.-

"ONE BIG, BIG FELLOW  FEED ."- THE START INLAND.-NARROW

ESCAPE FOR MR. BAGSTER  - TUMBLING WATERS. - COLLETT'S

CREEK.-A SUNSTRUCK PACKHORSE .- THE RAINS .- THE RIVER

FINNISS. -ARGUMENT FLAT.-RUM JUNGLE.-A DISTANCE GAUGE:

THE PRICE OF LIMEJUICE .- PECULIAR ANT-HILLS.

A T ten o'clock on the morning of the 21st February the

Government Resident came off to the ship in the official
cutter, and conducted the Parliamentary party to the
shore, where they were received by the leading residents.
After an inspection of the Government Residence,  they

proceeded to the Courthouse, where the principal officials and
about a dozen other folk (Northern Territory musters are not over-
large) had gathered in the hall to witness the presentation of an
address to the Minister by the District Council of Palmerston,
represented by Messrs. P. R. Allen, Joseph Skelton, V. L. Solomon,
Jas. Pickford, and J. G. Kelsey. The address was graceful enough,
and sufficiently in conformity with tradition not to need republica-
tion ; and what' more need be said I The ceremonial trouble was
soon over, the Minister by a thoroughly hearty little speech
winning at once the regard of the Palmerstonians. That regard,
to their honour be it said, they freely extend to all eligible
strangers in the most practical manner. The next three days the
party spent in preparations for the exploration of the interior, and
in a deserved  dolce far niente,  if the  dolce  qualification may be
allowed by the critical reader, when consideration is given to the
fact that eager deputations of sandflies and mosquitoes made with
embarassing importunity the most perplexing demands. There
were demands, too, by human deputationists, the most tempting
being that the party should attend a " welcome " banquet ere they
entered upon their adventures ; but the Minister bravely resisted
all their blandishments, deciding to do the work first and the
feasting afterwards.

Well ; the start was made on the 23rd. The heavens were
sullen and wept copiously as the Parliamentary party accompanied
by Mr. J. G. Knight (Special Magistrate, Goldfields Warden, Clerk
of the Court, and a dozen other things besides) and Mr. David Lind-
say (Government Surveyor) left the apology for a jetty in Palmerston
and boarded the steam-launch which was to convey them to South-
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CHAPTER VII.-AROUND PALMERSTON.

A REST-DAY  AT PALMERSTON .- AN AUSPICIOUS  START  AND AN  INGLORIOUS
ENDING.-A  STORM AT SEA .- COX'S  PENINSULA .- DELISSAVLLLE.
-TEE FIRST SUGAR MANUFACTURED IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
-THE SUGAR  MILL  - THE DEPARTURE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY
PARTV .-MORE ABOUT  COx'S PENINSULA .- ERICSON AND COPPEN-
BORG'S  PLANTATION .- WEST POINT.-Two PLUCKY  PIONEERS.-
NEW INDUSTRIES . -  SUGAR. -  RICE .- THE CATERPILLAR.-THE
CASUARINAS.-A GIGANTIC  TREE .-AN ENTHUSIASTIC  CONCHOLO-
GIST.- PLANTATION  FIGURES AND PROSPECTS .- A WORD ABOUT
JAVA PLANTERS.

0 the three hundred miles of horseback riding which the trip
through the mining districts involved should be added fifty-
two miles of sea travel to and fro between Southport and
Palmerston. When we arrived at Palmerston we found that
the weather outside had been very rough, and that then

the harbour, perfectly sheltered as it  is, was  agitated by some
respectable rollers. The Agnes, a cable steamer of about 1,000
tons, lay in the harbour, unable to proceed with her work, and the
idea of putting out to sea on the morrow-at suc}i a season-in
even the largest available steamer in Port Darwin was ridiculed.
The next day broke stormily, with an inch of rain between day-
break and breakfast time, with an atmosphere really cold, and
with wind constantly chopping about, and  a sea  vexatiously shifty.
We were to have started on our trip to the Daly at 11 in the
morning, but under the circumstances it would have been folly to
have carried out that intention. So 10 a.m. next day was fixed
upon. At that hour on the morning of Thursday, March 15,
therefore, we found ourselves on board the 29-ton steamer Maggie,
about as suitable for a 300-miles sea-trip as a popgun would be
for shooting an alligator. There were ten passengers besides the
crew, and there was no room for a  single  one below deck. Above,
the only seeming protection from the weather  was a  canvas roof,
but the event proved that it served but to keep off a little sun and
to direct the water it collected down the backs of those it
hypocritically seemed to shelter. The deck, moreover, was
hampered with packages; the aft cabin-that in polite parlance,
in  fact  the hole near the rudder-exhaled a frightful smell of bilge-
water, the hold amidships emulated it, and the fore-cabin beat
easily the both together. The funnel  sent . with diabolical
ingenuity the sooty smoke full in the passengers' faces, and it had
a valuable ally in the cook's galley near the fo'c's'l. Captain
Marsh, the Harbour Master,  was in charge  of this delectable
steamship, and we crept off with a prodigious fuss and little speed,
the while the flag was dipped from the Government Residence,
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CHAPTER IX.-PALMERSTON.

To PALMERSTON  AT LAST .- THE HARBOUR .-"  ONE OF THE BEST IN THE
WORLD  : "  THE COMMON VERDICT.-THE  VARIOUS  APOLOGIES FOR

WHARF ACCOMMODATION .- THE GOVERNMENT  FLEET.-THE CUS-

TOMS AND THE CUSTOMS OFFICIALS .- THE FREE PORT NO BENEFIT

TO THE WORKING MEN.-THE STOREKEEPERS  GAIN EVERY WAY.-

CURIOUS DUTY OF THE LANDING - WAITER.-THE INCEPTION OF THE

BECHE -DE-MER TRADE .- THE GOLD  DUTY ; HOW  TO MAKE UP FOR

IT.-SOME STATISTICS  AND DEDUCTIONS  THEREFROM .- SOUTH AUS-

TRALIA LEAST  B ENEFITED  OF ALL THE COLONIES  BY THE 1\ORTHEEN

TERRITORY . - THE ONE  PRACTICABLE REMEDY  ;  A RAILWAY.-

CHINA OUR CHIEF COMPETITOR . -  ANOTHER SINGAPORE. - THE

DISTRICT COUNCIL AND THEIR PALATIAL HALL.-THE POPULATION

AND AN UNIQUE WAY  OF ESTIMATING  IT.-THE  ASSESSMENT.--A

DISPUTE  WITH  THE GOVERNMENT .- THE CURSE  OF ABSENTEEISM.-

THE EVER -USEFUL CHINESE AND  THE OCCASIONALLY DITTO  BLACKS.

- THE GOVERNMENT RESIDENCE  AND ITS TERRACES .  THE OFFICES.

-THE HOSPITAL .- THE CEMETERY .- THE OVERLAND  TELEGRAPH

OFFICERS AND OFFICES .- THE EASTERN EXTENSION AND CHINA

DITTO.-THE  RAVAGES OF  THE WHITE  ANTS AGAIN.-CHAFF AND

HAY FROM THE  NATIVE GRASSES .- THE STATE  OF THE OVERLAND

LINE.-EXTENSION OF MAIL  SERVICE.-THE POLICE  QUARTERS AND

THE OFFICERS  - THE COUATHOUSE .- AN EXTRAORDINARY GAO..-

ITS MISERABLE  CONDITION  - A PECULIAR  CHINESE DISEASE.-THE

INSTITUTE .- IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION.

F Palmerston has one thing which it is entitled to boast about
more  than another, that thing is its harbour. I should have
described it at first, to make the descriptions follow their
natural sequence ; but that with the Ministeral journey
programme was not possible, and the event proved that it was

just as well, because I had more frequent opportunities of seeing it
and hearing discussed the " burning questions" it is the subject of.
Port Darwin is really a harbour within a harbour, so that vessels
lying in it are doubly protected. The outer sheltering headlands
are East and West Point (Douglas Peninsula). The inner are
Point Emery and Talc Head, each rocky rises of about twenty feet
high, and both showing exactly the same strata. It looks, indeed,
as though they had dissolved a close partnership, and put a couple
of miles of ocean between them ,  for the entrance is nearly two
miles wide. Within the only prominent landmarks are King's
Table, Blackmore and Haycock Hills on the south, and Fort and
Stokes Hills, near to Palmerston, on the north-east. Within
Emery Point  (I am somewhat indebted to official information)
Port Darwin increases to seven miles in breadth ,  and then stretches
into three  arms . The East Arm is about two miles broad at the
entrance ,  whence it is navigable by a boat for ten miles, and for
larger vessels a much less distance .  The banks are thickly lined
with mangroves ,  and in the stream there are some rocks above
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APPENDIX.

PROFESSOR  TATE'S OFFICIAL REPORT.

By the  courtesy  of the Minister for the Northern Territory, the
author is enabled to include as a valuable appendix a statement of
the professional opinion of Professor Tate upon  the country. It
embodies the results of the observations of the Professor during
his visit with the Parliamentary party

May 13, 1882.
Sir-In submitting  to you the following  report, based on per-

sonal observation,  of the mineralogical,  geological,  and botanical
features  of the Northern Territory  of South Australia,  I beg, in
the first place,  to thank you for the high  compliment which the
appointment conferred upon me ; and,  secondly,  to express pub-
licly my obligations  to the Council of my University  for granting
me the necessary' leave of absence to accompany you on your
official  visit  to the Northern Territory ,  to assist  in the task which
has been so energetically and successfully  accomplished by you.
Whatever  may be the immediate results of this report,  yet I do
not hesitate to say that information on some matters therein con-
tained ought to have weight in determining the directions which
development of the resources  of the Northern  Territory must
assuredly take.  The geological phenomena  of the Northern Ter-
ritory are such as to determine,  to a large extent,  the nature of
the future industries ;  and though  we need not enquire into the
causes of this effect of geology,  yet the force  of my statement will
be seen to have foundation in fact as I proceed with my report.
Particularly,  in this connection,  is it to be regretted  that I had
so very few opportunities for extended and specific observations,
and in consequence the geological work is for the most part a
reconnoissance while in the saddle, and more frequently than
otherwise under the most trying circumstances,  to which you
yourself  can testify  from your  own experience.  Nevertheless, the
general features have been,  I think, correctly  read, certainly as far
as regards the prevailing character and area of the metalliferous
rocks and their relationship to those barren in minerals.  By con-
sulting the writings of explorers who have visited  the Northern
Territory,  and by information communicated by Government
officers  and  others who have recently traversed previously unknown
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